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Compass rose drawing
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Pages Physical Fitness Clipart Marine Corps Logo Png Music Notes Black and White Clipart Cartoon Sun Transparent Background Chocolate Chip Png How to Paint a Compass RoseI want to paint a compass rose, you'll find an easy tutorial to create one of yours below. I designed one on the floor of a He looked great from the trampoline, but I had to remind the children that if
they dived through the bull's eye on it, they would hit the bottom where he leaned to the shallow end. Not all of them made use of my warning. The rose still looked great, though! I used a rubber-based paint for this particular product. It used to be a state of the art but I couldn't find many color options back then. Today's epoxy-based paints are even harder and available in any
color you want!1. Draw two 12'2 legs. Draw two plus 6' legs3. Make marks at 6 to 6'4 legs. Draw the sides of the four legs N/S/E/W to the marked points5. Draw marks from 6 up the point edges from the first marked points6. Draw the sides of the tip short points to the new marks7. Paint the left half of each point with a light color8. Paint the right half of each point a darker
colorPainting tipsTo create this beautiful pattern, have these pointers in mind for a successful result! Clean and rinse the floor to prepare the surface. Let it dry for a couple of days. Paint the entire floor with a textured paint. This will act as a background. Then mark the compass as shown in the drawings and draw it on the ground. Mask the left half of each star point and paint a
light color of your choice. Use two or three thin layers. Then use the box cutters to cut the masking tape paint before peeling it. Repeat this on the right half of each point and point it with a complementary color color that is darker. After completing the paint job, let everything heal for 24 hours (or for a long time the paint maker recommends it). Finish the project by sealing the floor
to protect the paint! Questions &amp; AnswersQs: How to draw cardinal point 16? Answer: Simply divide each of the 8 points by two and add individual lines or do what you did with the 4 basic directions to make 8.Question: I see that the drawing has black lines describing each color segment. Do you recommend doing that in the pool? Answer: You can do it either way. Make the
outlines if you want it to appear. If you want more subtle, you can draw the lines in pencil or chalk and cover it with the paint. I used a lighter blue so I wouldn't jump towards you. Question: Do we have to paint the compass rose when we create it? Answer: You can draw it, but if you want to make it permanent, you should probably paint it. Question: Can anyone turn this into metric
measurements? Answer: There are plenty of places on the network that allow you to put in English measurements and make them the metric system. For example: may 11, 2020: Amazing a RoseNobuhle Mushwana on May 05, 2020:Wow this is really goodTom King on April 14, 2020: You are welcome. Karol G/ Carolina on April 13, 2020: Thank you so much for this it worked so
well I love you!! I moma on February 20, 2020: really good on October 06, This worked fine! Thank you very much for posting this.isaiah on September 16, 2019:I I love it's really coolDorcas on May 20, 2019:This is as easy and cool even my friend as he is. José Juan Gutierrez of Mexico City on July 16, 2014: Thank you for your feedback! Steve Shipton on July 13, 2014: An
excellent step-by-step for a compass rose. I added a link to my article on the history of the compass Juan Gutierrez of Mexico City on February 17, 2013: Very smart way to draw a compass rose! Voted!ana7397 on November 04, 2012: I was drawing a map for my history project and did not know how to draw a nice compass rose. Then I found this page awesome and made a very
nice compass. :)mr.cool on August 19, 2012:thankstwayneking (author) of Puyallup, WA on May 07, 2012: Simply label the long dots N, S, E and W, then label the short points NE, SE, SW and NW. It's already drawn with enough dots to indicate intermediate directions like southwest and such.jacqueline on May 15, 2012: I wanted a composition rose with direction like sw nw as
you can please make me need your helpraquel on February 15, 2012: I loved how you draw agaylord on February 02, 2012: This is as cool even my boy friend as this marán on December 13, 2011: Rock!jenny on November 19, 2011: it's easytwayneking (author) of Puyallup, WA on October 18, 2011: This is relatively simple in terms of compass roses. You can add a circle and
extend the points to get as much fantasy as you want. I mean, if you want to just make a big cross and end it. This design works well on a floor or at the bottom of the pool or on a wall or something. It's a bit of work, but it's worth it because the effect is more three-dimensional, less flat.123 on October 18, 2011: little too much doncha work to think??????? Lila on October 05, 2011:
Wow! I had an H.W. assingment at the very soon and didn't know where to find the compass. I looked it up and here I am now, with a perfect compass and my H.W. assingment done and ready. Thank you! This is an awesome website! Do more? January 05, 2011: Damn 1 Collect the necessary supplies. 2 3 Start by drawing a cross in the center of the paper, use a ruler to
straighten the lines, and measure the cross correctly. Each line is 6 centimeters in the middle. 4 Make a perfect square using the ruler. I measured 2 centimeters from the middle. 5 This is complicated! Measure the exakt in the center of each side of the square and mark it. Then draw a straight line through the marks using the ruler. Each line must be 4 centimeters from the middle.
6 Next step, making the big star! Use the ruler and make a straight line from the tip of the star to the center of the square. 7 Now, the little star behind the big star. Make a straight line from the tip of the star to the corner of the square. 8 Here you go! A very straight and pretty compass rose, maybe of some color? 9 It's use pens, but I think you get the best result with colored
pencils. 10 Press the strongest pencil in the middle and then soften it as it reaches the edge of the star. This creates an illusion of depth, makes it more vivid. 11 Continue the procedure on all other of the star. 12 Last step, let's use a black narrow feather. 13 Use a ruler to make the lines as straight as possible. Be careful not to stain black lines with your fingers. 14 Finished! A
beautiful compass rose. Feel free to experiment with colors and line length :-) 15 Thank you for seeing :-) Paper Pencil Rubber eraser Ruler Color Pencils Black Pen 1 On a sheet of sturdy art paper, draw a cross in the center. Make two equidistant marks from the top of the paper, and with a pencil, draw a horizontal line from left to right between them slightly. Mark the center point
of the paper a couple of inches above and below the horizontal line, then draw a vertical line slightly from top to bottom. It should look like this: 2 Draw a large circle using your drawing compass. For this example, we will assume a circle with a radius of 3. This circle will mark the outer edge of the finished compass rose. 3 Using a conveyor, mark the outer circle at 45th, 135th,
225th and 315th, and with the pencil, draw slightly the connection lines of the mark of 45o to the mark of 225o and the mark of 315o to the mark of 135o. 4 Using a conveyor again, make marks around the outer circle at the following points : 22.5o 67.5o 112.5o 157.5o 202.5o 247.5o 292.5o 337.5o 5O 5 Connect the following points: 22,5o 292.5o 337.5o 5O 5 Connect the following
points: 22,5 5th and 202.5th 67.5th and 247.5th 112.5th and 292.5th 157.5th and 337.5th 6 Draw a second circle with a radius of 2. 7 Set your compass to a radius of 1 and draw a third circle slightly in the center. 8 Draw the arrows for the main cardinal points slightly. Start at the point of 0o (N) in the outer circle and draw to the intersection of the 45th mark and the inner circle. Do
the same from the 0th mark to the intersection of the 315th mark and the inner circle. ]Repeat this process at the point of 90o (E), drawing lines to intersect the innerthest circle and the points of 45o and 135o; at the point of 180o (S), the drawing lines to intersect the inner circle and the points of 135o and 225o; and from point 270o (W), the drawing lines to intersect the inner circle
and the points of 225o and 315o. The compass rose should look similar to the following: 9 Lightly draw the secondary points. Start at the 45th point (NE) in the outer circle, and draw to the intersection of the 22.5th mark and the right side of cardinal point N. Do the same from the 45th mark to the intersection of the 67.5th mark and the top of cardinal point E. Repeat this process at
point 135o (SE) , drawing lines to intersect the bottom of cardinal point E and the right of cardinal point S; at 225o point (SW), the drawing lines to intersect the cardinal point S and the bottom of cardinal point W; and from point 315o (NW), the drawing lines to intersect the top of cardinal point W and the left side of cardinal point N. Your compass rose now they look something like
this: 10 Add at the endpoints, starting with the NNE point. Start at the intersection of the outer circle and the 22.5th mark, and draw a line from the outer circle to the intersection of the middle circle and the right side of cardinal point N. Do the same from the 22.5o mark to the intersection of the middle circle and the top side of the CARDINAL point NE. Repeat this process at 67.5o
point (ENE) , drawing connection lines to intersect the middle circle and bottom of the NE cardinal point and the top of cardinal point E. From the point of 112.5o (ESE) to the bottom of cardinal point E and the top of the cardinal point SE. From the point of 157.5o (SSE) to the bottom of the cardinal point SE and the right side of the cardinal point S. From the point of 202.5o (SSW)
to the left side of cardinal point S and the bottom of the cardinal point SW From the point of 247.5o (WSW) to the top of the cardinal point SW and the bottom of the W cardinal point From the point of 292.5o (WNW) to the top of cardinal point W and the bottom of the cardinal point NW Y from point 337.5o (NNW) to the top of the cardinal point NW and the cardinal point NW left side
of cardinal point N;. The compass rose should now look similar to the following: 11 Add the names of the compass points as shown: 12 Add color to suit your final environment, and navigate happy! Navigation!
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